
VIII. ECONOMIC ACTIVITY AND BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT 
 

C. LAND, CONSTRUCTION AND DESIGN OF PHYSICAL PLANT 
 
6. CASINO 
  
Submit as Exhibit VIII. C.6.d. a description of the attributes of the slot accounting system that is 
planned for Applicant’s operation, which allows the Gaming Commission access for the 
purposes of auditing revenues and game status. 

 

LIVE! plans to select the systems that are state-of-the art in the market place at the actual time of 
purchase. Those systems would at minimum include the attributes of the programs and products 
currently in use at LIVE!’s affiliated casino Maryland Live! Casino which are described below. 

 

Oasis 360 Casino Management System 

Built on an open platform, Oasis 360 is the industry’s most dynamic, and best solution. Oasis 
360 is a total casino management solution encompassing slot accounting, patron management, 
floor operations, table games operations, advanced bonus programs, business intelligence and 
online gaming applications. 

Oasis 360 has achieved success by combining enhanced customer management and business 
intelligence features, such as: 

• Online real-time tracking of events as they occur. 
• A graphical user interface (GUI) that provides a visual representation of the casino floor. 
• Faster performance, with immediate access to information for improved customer 

service. 
 

These integrated features and enhancements transform Oasis 360 into a comprehensive casino 
management solution; offering you strength and versatility with an open platform that remains 
flexible enough to adapt to your individual and changing needs. 

Comprehensive Real-Time Information 

Oasis 360 uses advanced electronic monitoring equipment to interface with hundreds of different 
gaming devices. Advanced communication capabilities allow Oasis 360 to monitor an extensive 
list of critical game, player, and security events as they occur. These events include exact jackpot 
amounts, coin and currency transactions, door openings, and all standard tilt code messages. This 



means that accounting statistics and player information are available to casino personnel as 
events occur on the gaming floor, precisely, accurately and in real time. 

Slot Accounting 

BlackBart™ is the foundation for slot operations. BlackBart is a sophisticated online accounting 
system that tracks machine activity with proven flexibility and reliability, providing static and 
revenue information for individual machines, groups of machines, and the entire casino floor. 
Real-time metered revenue information is available on demand, including estimated net win and 
coin-in information.  

Oasis 360 tracks all casino floor transactions and drop information, including jackpots and fills, 
PersonalBanker transactions, and voucher, bill and coin drops, and all of this data is uploaded 
into BlackBart, for complete, accurate real time information.  

Quickets Voucher Processing System 

The Quickets™ voucher system provides a tool to issue, redeem, track, monitor and expire 
vouchers. Vouchers are cashable, machine-generated slips of paper that print when a player 
presses the Cash Out button on an EGM. Players can easily redeem vouchers by inserting them 
into an EGM bill validator (just like paper currency), by taking them to a workstation location, a 
cashier or floor person, or by using a kiosk that accepts vouchers in exchange for cash and coin. 

Jackpot and Fill Monitoring and Processing Tool  

Jackpot/Fill™ provides a flexible and automated method for monitoring and processing jackpots, 
fills, and preventive maintenance fills. It automatically creates W-2G, 1099, and 1042-S tax 
forms. When a jackpot is hit or the hopper is empty, Jackpot/Fill sends a signal to the Oasis 360 
System, consisting of the jackpot amount and/or the location of the machine.  

Jackpot/Fill also has support for ATM dispensing, reducing player wait time and providing 
quicker access to their jackpots and increasing customer satisfaction. 

Diagnostic Monitor 

Diagnostic Monitor™ is your tool box to manage OASIS hardware and EGMs monitored by 
Oasis 360. It provides the real-time and historical database information you need to perform 
quality troubleshooting. The Current Notebook provides different views of current gaming 
activity. The Maintenance Notebook provides different views of machine maintenance activity.  

 


